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• 61 snook tagged  in St. Lucie river, estuary, and inlet combined between February 
2008 and January 2012 by Florida Fish and Wildlife

• We averaged proporOon of days in St. Lucie over overall days of detecOon for 
nonspawning and spawning seasons to remove temporal bias

• Snook that had less than two seasons of spawning and nonspawning data were 
excluded

• Snook that were tagged late in the season were excluded due to low numbers of 
detecOons (e.g., If the beginning of the seasons’ detecOons were less than the 
other seasons for the same fish).

• Hierarchical clustering was performed with  R based on similarity between fish
• Methods were determined by agglomeraOve coefficient using agnes package in R
• Used Euclidean dissimilarity matrix and Ward’s linkage to cluster

• Four clusters were shown to be ideal using elbow and silhoue[e plots on our 
data

Snook (Centropomus undecimalis)
• Catadromous gamefish
• Contribute millions of dollars to Florida’s economy1

• SensiOve to colder temperatures (<10 C)
• Protandric hermaphrodites (♂‣♀)

St. Lucie River
• Brackish estuaries
• Flows out to Indian River Lagoon

Spawning
• Spawn in aggregaOons
• April 15th – October 15th 3

• Exhibit Behavioral ConOngents
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IntroducNon
• St. Lucie hypothesized to be an important overwintering habitat
• IdenOfy important areas that shelter large females to help with conservaOon and 

management of  these habitats

Methods
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• Clusters were named according to the following:
• Resident: Spent high proporOon of Ome in STL during non-spawning and

spawning season
• Overwintering Transient: Spent low proporOon of Ome in STL during non-

spawning but were seen for high proporOon of Ome during spawning 
• Spawning Transient: Snook were seen in St. Lucie for high proporOon during 

non-spawning but low proporOon during spawning meaning they overwinter in 
St. Lucie but spawn elsewhere

• Traveler: Spend relaOvely li[le Ome in St. Lucie for both spawning and non-
spawning season and seems to “travel” freely in and out of St. Lucie

• Most snook tagged in St. Lucie were Travelers
• Resident and Traveler snook had a more even sex raOo compared to Transients 
• Resident snook had a higher variaOon of length
• Spawning Transient had the lowest variaOon in length but highest mean
• There was no significant difference in length between clusters (p = 0.0729)
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• Travelers could be traveling through St. Lucie, foraging, then moving on. 
• Some snook spawn in mulOple aggregaOons. For example, a snook could have 

come, spawn in an aggregaOon in St. Lucie, then moved on to spawn in another 
inlet elsewhere.  

• (e.g., If the beginning of the seasons’ detecOons were less than the other seasons 
for the same fish) Move this up to where you menOon it in the methods

• Residents tended to be smaller
• A larger sample size could provide us more informaOon on general snook 

behavior and could possibly show a significant difference in length of snook.
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